Four Paws® Keep Off ® CAT Repellent

INDOOR USE:

Will repel cats for up to 24 hours when applied daily. For both indoor and outdoor situations use training whenever possible, including positive (praise) and negative (scold) reinforcement as needed, backed up with this highly effective, natural, liquid repellent. This product may also be used as an "undesirable habit" repellent for dogs. Pretreatment Directions: Lightly spray the object to be protected with this product. Retreatment Directions: Repeat daily, or as necessary, until undesirable habit is broken.

INDOOR USE:

Shake Well Before Using

Shake well to ensure thorough mixing of ingredients. Use as directed. Not for use on plants. Safe to use indoors in children’s presence. Use as directed. Store in a cool, dry place out of reach of children and pets.

INSTRUCTIONS TO AVOID RISK OF HARM:

Apply to pets, property or area to be protected only after removing any dogs or other domestic animals. Avoid contact with eyes, nose or mouth. Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal. Keep out of reach of children and pets. Keep out of reach of children and pets.

PRODUCT LABELING:

Not for indoor use. Not for use indoors. Keep out of reach of children and pets. Not for use on or near food and food areas.
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